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Chaplain’s Corner-Easter 2020 
 
April of this year includes the Christian Holiday 

of Easter.  It also includes Palm Sunday, Holy Week, 
Maundy Thursday and Good Friday. 

Of course Christians celebrate the risen Christ 
on Easter, but can we define the other significant 
days during the week leading up to Easter?   The Ho-
ly Week is the week between Palm Sunday and East-
er, it includes Maundy Thursday and Good Friday.  
Palm Sunday is the day that we remember and cele-
brate the day Jesus entered Jerusalem as Savior and 
King, riding on a donkey with people laying their 
cloaks and palm fronds on the ground before Him.  
Hundreds of people shouted ‘Hosanna to the Son of 
David! Blessed is He who comes in the name of the 
Lord! Hosanna in the highest heaven!, according to 
Mark 11:4. 

The next significant day during the Holy Week 
is Maundy Thursday which is not remembered as 
much as the other days of the Holy Week.  Maundy is 
a shortened form of mandatum (Latin), which means 
'command’.  Maundy Thursday is thought to be the 
day of the last supper where Jesus washed the disci-
ple’s feet.  It is also when Jesus gave a new com-
mandment “that you love one another: just as I have 
loved you, you also are to love one another” (John 
13:34)". 

Friday of Holy week is known as Good Friday.  
It is interesting that it is called Good Friday, because 
that is the day our Lord was crucified.  On the surface 
that may not seem like a reason to celebrate, and it is 
certainly a big change in circumstances from Palm 
Sunday when Christ’s entrance to Jerusalem was 
worshiped.   Good Friday is the day we remember 
Jesus willingly suffered and died by crucifixion as the 
ultimate sacrifice for our sins (1 John 1:10). That sac-
rifice is reason to celebrate.   

That brings us to Easter, the final day of Holy 
Week, when Jesus rose from the dead.  The apostle 
Paul considered it to be “of first importance” that Je-
sus died for our sins, was buried, and was raised to 
life on the third day, all in accordance with what God 
had promised all along in the Scriptures (1 Corinthi-
ans 15:3).  That is reason to celebrate!!!  

So that is a little lesson about Holy Week and 
the events of that week.  Personally I am very thank-
ful Christ cared enough about me to make that sacri-
fice.   God has blessed me, my family and my country 
so much over the years, it is hard to describe.  Even 
as we age and, most of us, are in the later seasons of 

our lives I pray that he has blessed you and will con-
tinue to bless you, your family and our country. 

Happy Easter!!! Celebrate the Risen Lord, 
Love One Another! 

Andy Csordas, TSNA Associate Chaplain 
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IMPORTANT DAYS THIS MONTH 
APRIL 4, 1949 NATO FOUNDED 
APRIL 6, 1917 US ENTERS WWI 
APRIL 6, 1991 PERSIAN GULF WAR ENDS 
APRIL 12, 1981 FIRST US SPACE SHUTTLE         
 LAUNCHED 
APRIL 14 PAN AMERICAN DAY 
APRIL XX ARBOR DAY (LAST FRIDAY IN APRIL) 
APRIL 22 EARTH DAY 
APRIL 25, 1898 SPANISH AMERICAN WAR BEGINS 
APRIL 30, 1975 VIETNAM WAR ENDS 

http://www.biblestudytools.com/search/?t=niv&q=joh+13:34
http://www.biblestudytools.com/search/?t=niv&q=joh+13:34
http://www.biblestudytools.com/search/?t=niv&q=1jo+1:10
http://www.biblestudytools.com/search/?t=niv&q=1co+15:3
http://www.biblestudytools.com/search/?t=niv&q=1co+15:3
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Why was the Tucson reunion cancelled? 
 

This decision, by the entire Board of Directors, was made after considerable discussion of many factors. Your Board of 

Directors is charged with keeping the best interests of the Association membership in its decisions, as well as the legal 

and financial requirements as dictated by our bylaws. 

 

The current state of our society is unfortunately being driven by an outside force with no expectation of an early solution. 

Governments around the globe are enacting harsh measures in an attempt to slow down the spread of COVID-19, until a 

vaccine becomes available. Our own Center for Disease Control (CDC) has said a best-case scenario for this is 12-18 

months away. An article in the March 13, 2020 St. Louis Post Dispatch newspaper offered a glimpse of hope in the pro-

cess. Tests of a possible Covid-19 vaccine were to begin in Seattle, WA, an area hit hard with numerous positive cases of 

the Coronavirus. However, the CDC has said, that regardless of the test results from this first clinical trial, approval of a 

vaccine safe for use in the general population, is still 12 – 18 months down the road.  I have seen estimates of anywhere 

from three to six months as a best-case scenario before we start to see a drop in the transmission rate.  

 

I would like to offer a comparison to the Spanish flu epidemic of the early 1900’s where millions of people died. In 1918, 

the deadliest year of the outbreak, there were over 675,000 deaths in the United States. At the time, St. Louis, MO was 

the fourth largest city in the country. It was also the crossroads of the nation. Its Union Station handled more trains and 

passengers than any other in the country. Thousands of troops returning from WWI brought the Spanish flu into one of the 

area’s largest military installations, Jefferson Barracks. Yet, of the top 10 largest cities in the country, it had the lowest 

death rate. Many attribute that to the harsh measures taken by the city’s health commissioner, Dr. Max Starkloff. 

 

He ordered that all schools, movie theaters, pool halls, bars, churches, conventions, and any large gatherings be closed 

or cancelled. Today, scientists and researchers are using these measures as examples of how to diminish the spread of 

this virus. (Source: St. Louis Post dispatch, March 13, 2020, Tony Messenger.) 

 

How long any similar measures taken today will last is uncertain. However, this is not the only reason that led to the can-

cellation of the reunion. 

 

The contract with the hotel was signed in May 2019. We generally try to have a contract in place 18-24 months in advance 

of the reunion. This allows us to get the most favorable room rates. For Tucson that rate would have been $110.00+Tax. 

Current room rate for a comparable room is $186.00+Tax. That would have been a saving of more than $228.00+Tax for 

a three-night stay. 

 

However, to get such a favorable rate, severe penalties can come into play. In our case, that penalty could be anywhere 

from $1,000.00-$4,000.00, depending on how far in advance we cancel our contract. (To my knowledge, we have never 

had to cancel a contract, with penalty, before.) We were facing a hard deadline of Sunday, March 15, 2020 to be penal-

ized $2,000.00. If we waited until Monday, March 16, 2020, the penalty would be $3,000.00. And, if we waited until June 

16, 2020, the penalty would be $4,000.00. (There was a December 15, 2019 deadline when the penalty would have been 

$1,000.00, but at that time, we, and the rest of the world, were not dealing with this outbreak.) 

 

Another factor taken into consideration was travel. Many, if not most of our members, are elderly, and are the prime group 

most susceptible to contracting this virus. Many of, us, including myself and others on the Board, have been advised not 

to travel by air, due to ongoing health issues, and being in confined spaces. In my case, it is lung issues, which is also 

among the most susceptible of ailments. This leaves the automobile as the only option available. For those of us to the 

East, that means a 3 - 4 days travel time, each way. 

 

And lastly, there comes the uncertainty of the reservation process with the potential of not being able to make or cancel 

reservations before certain deadlines. Currently, the deadline to make reservations at the reduced reunion rate, was Au-

gust 13, 2020. And, as we all should know, when it comes to air travel, auto rentals, and in some cases, hotel rooms, the 

earlier you make a reservation, the better rate you will get. However, that can incur cancellation penalties, like our hotel 

contract. 

 

So, in the end, many factors were taken into consideration. I know that in the case of my vote, the final factor that influ-

enced me was the uncertainty of what lies ahead. And the fact that the longer we waited, the more it was going to cost the 

Association. And that is something we could not afford. 
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I’m sure that you noticed that I repeatedly used the word ‘uncertainty.’ That uncertainty would have also weighed heavily 

on many of our members’ minds and would most certainly have contributed to low attendance at the reunion. And I am not 

the only one who feels that way. 

 

Lastly, I want to leave you with this thought in mind. All the Officers and Directors were hesitant to make this call at first. 

However, the more we thought about, and discussed all the ramifications involved, we were led to but one conclusion. 

With the best interests of our members in mind, our only choice was to cancel the reunion. We did so hesitantly, but 

thoughtfully. 

 

I am now concentrating on 2021. We know that it is going to be in the Northeast next year. I was planning my first visit for 

the last week in March. However, the Convention and Visitors Bureau called me and cancelled my visit, due to health-

related issues. I will try again around May 1st to see if I can reschedule a visit. 

 

Maybe with us taking a year off, there will be greater interest in next year’s reunion, as well as a few extra bucks in your 

travel budget, and our reunion budget. 

 

One final thought. I heard on the news this morning that although the current outlook is positive as the number of new 

cases stabilizes and even declines in some locations, there seems to be a moderate increase in cases in the southern 

hemisphere. This is due primarily to the fact that part of the world is entering into their fall and winter season. We may be 

affected in the same way come the fall of 2020 and the winter of 2020-2021. 

 

Joseph S. Kricho 

Director of Reunion Planning 

Email: 67vietvet68@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

REUNION PLANNING FOR 2021 
 
At this time, I don’t believe that the novel COVID-19 virus will directly impact next year’s reunion. However, IT 
IS having a negative affect on my planning for it. I had a trip planned to look at hotels and get in touch with the 
Convention and Visitors Bureaus (CVB) to start exploring activities in the region. However, the CVB notified me 
that all visits to the area have been cancelled until further notice. I will just have to wait and see what the out-
come of this outbreak will look like in the coming months. 
 
Joe Kricho 
Director of Reunion Planning 
Email: 67vietvet68@gmail.com 

mailto:67vietvet68@gmail.com
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Return to Vietnam 
Morton M. Rumberg 

Jun 66 - Jun 67, Hq. 7th AF 
 
It was 54 years ago that I landed in Tan Son Nhut Air Base outside of Saigon. As I stepped out of the World 
Airways jet back then, the heat and humidity hit me like a wet blanket. It must’ve been 95 degrees and 99 per-
cent humidity. Instant sweat.  
 
Now, my Asiana jet landed in Hanoi’s Noi Bai International Airport, but since this was in the north of Vietnam, I 
expected the temperature to be a bit more temperate. It wasn’t. 95 degrees and 99 percent humidity. Instant 
sweat.  
 
The official name of Vietnam is the Socialist Republic of Vietnam although everyone simply calls it Vietnam. I 
had been thinking of a return trip for some years and finally overcame my anxiety and signed on for a tour. I 
was with a tour group of 18 from the U.S., Canada, Australia, Europe, and South America. No one knew I had 
been in Vietnam before, and I debated telling anyone I had been, concerned that I might dredge up nasty 
memories. Walking through the airport I caught a few hard stares from older locals, my gray hair surely keying 
off memories of that past horrible time of war, but no one accosted me.  
 
After we settled into our modern hotel, my wife and I wandered the streets of Hanoi. Memories of Saigon flood-
ed back although there were significant differences now. I remembered the people wearing conical straw hats, 
the food stalls, vendors, and clothing stores. Now, there were no conical hats except out in the suburbs of the 
city. I did see the rare sight of a woman carrying a basket on each end of a long pole—what we called a dum-
my stick.  
 
Hanoi had upscale stores of house furnishings, pharmacies, bakeries, and more – it was a modern city, alt-
hough an occasional older-looking shop reminded me of old Saigon. Back then thousands of bicycles lined the 
streets, now there were thousands of motor scooters and motorcycles—all parked on the sidewalk since down-
town street parking was non-existent. I remember that items stolen from the exchange warehouses were freely 
sold on the streets of Saigon. There was none of that here. Everything was organized and looked legitimate 
like any other modern city. 
 
The dong, the Vietnam currency, was about 23,600 to one U.S. dollar. Figuring out what things cost can be 
mind-boggling, but most vendors provided a price in dollars—and then bargaining began. 
 
Hanoi was bustling, and although I expected it, I didn’t see one communist poster. In fact, it seemed that pri-
vate enterprise thrived here. What communist state? Capitalism reigned. Everyone was friendly and spoke 
some English, and no one seemed to harbor any animosity toward me, wondering if I’d been stationed in the 
South years ago. I lightheartedly thought I’d be surrounded by rabid communists wearing Mao jackets and 
waving little red pamphlets and shouting slogans at me. I was sure I’d have to confess and address everyone 
as “comrade,” but no one gave me a second glance. 
 
The Hanoi Hilton, where captured U.S. airmen were imprisoned, punished, and tortured, was now a museum. 
The compound was a horrible testament to those bygone days of war. The displays pulled no punches, telling 
what happened largely from the North’s point of view. It didn’t glorify or justify anything, just told the story of the 
harsh treatment of the captured airman. The cells, many showing rust and decay, provided proof of the nasty 
consequences of a war the Vietnamese called the American War.  
 
We spent three days in Hanoi, also visiting the Ho Chi Minh museum—a shrine, really, to “Uncle Ho.” In 1945 
he was elected the first president of the then named Democratic Republic of Vietnam. Ho is revered to this 
day. 
 
The tour took us to Laos for three days, then on to Cambodia for three days. Finally, we came to the part of the 
tour I was anticipating with some anxiety, and landed in Tan Son Nhut International Airport just outside of Sai-
gon. It looked nothing like it did back then—completely unrecognizable. It is now a modern airport with souve-
nir shops, cafés, and waiting areas. You’d never know it had been a hub of wartime activity. We boarded our 
bus and drove to our hotel in downtown Saigon. 
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Unexpectedly, Saigon was a huge surprise to me. It was now a thriving metropolitan area. Saigon, officially 
called Ho Chi Minh City but still called Saigon by the locals, was all chrome and glass. The growth from a 
sleepy backwater city in the 60s to this incredible metropolis was impressive, but with this change, it was a city 
I no longer recognized.  
 
All the past touchstones I remembered had disappeared, replaced by office buildings, upscale stores, and 
magnificent shopping areas. The floating restaurants were gone, To Do Street had been renamed, as were all 
the other streets I barely remember but was looking forward to seeing. I was a stranger in a new city. At first I 
didn’t notice it, but Tan Son Nhut airport had been renamed Ton Son Nhat International Airport. 
 
My upscale hotel in Saigon was located in the city center near the old Hotel Rex. I remember sitting on the 
Rex’s rooftop garden having a drink and looking down at the plaza below. There was a large, round fountain 
and a nearby square-block area was a parking lot filled with thousands of bicycles. Dozens of saffron-robed 
Buddhist monks regularly paraded around the plaza silently protesting the war. Across the square was the Ho-
tel Caravelle. Both the Rex and the Caravelle have been nicely upgraded. No White Mice were standing in 
front of either. 
 
Between the Rex and the Caravelle, where the large, square-block bicycle storage area was, is now a con-
struction site surrounded by a six-foot wooden fence. However, work had been stopped for quite a while be-
cause of charges and counter-charges of corruption and bribery.  
 
The Presidential Palace, now called the Reunification Palace, is open to explore and is beautiful. You can go 
down several levels to the reinforced bunker, the ancient communication equipment still intact. The Old Post 
Office is still fully functioning, and across the street from it is the Notre Dame Cathedral, its roof undergoing 
renovation as if in sympathy to the cathedral in France. A block away you can see the rooftop where the last 
helicopter took off during the final minutes of turmoil as the North’s tanks rolled into Saigon. Now the building is 
an apartment house. 
 
I saw the national female dress, the beautiful and flowing ao dai, only occasionally, mostly at businesses, and 
seldom on the street. The last time I was here, all the women wore them. Now everyone wore western-style 
clothes. 
 
Saigon has a population of 11 million, with 7 million motorcycles and scooters and it seemed to me they were 
all on the road at the same time. Downtown parking in Saigon, like Hanoi, is non-existent so cars and cycles 
park on the sidewalks—all 7 million of them. There often is scant room to walk around them. The blue and 
cream-colored Renault taxis were gone, as were most tuk-tuks and cyclos, replaced by modern autos and new 
rickshaws driven by motorcycles. I didn’t miss the noxious clouds of exhaust the old tuk-tuks and cyclos pro-
duced. Many of the locals wear facemasks to filter the air, although the air quality didn’t seem particularly bad. 
Because there were so many vehicles their constant movement seemed frantic and chaotic, but traffic moved 
fairly slowly. It was not unusual to see a motorcycle with a family of four compressed together, the father up 
close to the handlebars, two children tight behind him, the mother bringing up the rear, all holding on for dear 
life as they weaved through traffic, or a motorcycle stacked with enough goods to fill a small truck. It reminded 
me of seeing water buffalos pulling huge wagons of wood or hay through downtown Saigon during those earli-
er days.  
 
The density of Saigon was a sight to experience, and businesses seemed to flourish. The food was great alt-
hough a lot of it was fried. There are many international high-end stores, bars, and restaurants. Ba Mi Ba beer 
(33) is now 333—remnants of the old South have been replaced. Throughout Saigon, as well as on Saigon ’s 
outskirts, are many small markets and vendors were happy to bargain and provide great deals for souvenirs. 
 
Drinking water comes only in sealed bottles since regular tap water is not potable. Drink it or brush your teeth 
with it at your peril. Liters of purified water are readily available and cheap, costing the equivalent of less than 
one dollar U.S. I refused drinks with ice in them. This was the case throughout Southeast Asia back then and 
continues to this day. 
 
About 70 km NW of Saigon are the Cu Chi tunnels, more than 200 km of incredible engineering and determina-
tion. Begun around the 1940s to fight the French and continued through to the American War, this huge net-
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work of tunnels and rooms were dug by VC using small hand-tools. The tunnels were used for barracks, meet-
ings, eating, attacking, and hiding. Full-sized displays of booby traps with pungi sticks were demonstrated, the 
traps making exploration of the tunnels during the war extremely dangerous. Again, nothing was glorified—just 
here it is—this is what it was. If you wanted to get a little feel for what “tunnel rats” and VC went through, a 50-
foot section of tunnel is available to crawl in. At the end of the Cu Chi tour was a live firing range. At first, I 
thought the sound of gunfire was a Hollywood mock-up to enhance the visitor’s experience of war—a sound 
effect—but real AK47s, M16s, and 20 calibers were available for firing, their distinct sounds bringing a long-
gone reality to the present. There was a memorial dedicated to the many thousands of Vietnamese who died 
during the war. 
 
The Cho Lon area, the Chinese section where the U.S. Commissary was, was also a thriving section of Sai-
gon, and it was interesting visiting the nearby temples and pagodas. Some of the stores in this area vaguely 
reminded me of the last time I was here, although the fast pace of business activity was similar to the rest of 
Saigon. Again, the South’s landmarks of those days were no longer there. 
 
As energetic as it all seemed, there was a trickle of the old communist way. At the occasional government 
compound were communist flags, red with yellow hammer and sickle, but the communist presence was neither 
intrusive nor unfriendly. There was a presence of soldiers and police, but they seemed to be there to control 
traffic, assist tourists, or guard a government building—their presence seemed appropriate. And yes, they were 
armed, most often with a sidearm. I asked if I could take a picture of one soldier and he shook his head, but he 
smiled and I returned the smile. I was strongly cautioned not to take pictures of government compounds or 
buildings. Apparently, communists still don’t trust westerners, perhaps thinking we’re all spies. My Vietnamese 
tour guide advised me to be careful. If they get upset at my picture taking, they might confiscate my camera 
and arrest me. Some things never seem to change.  
 
I found out that “Choy oi” was still used, but “Number 1” and “Number 10” were not. 
 
Saigon, incredibly different from when I was here in 1965-66, is definitely a major cosmopolitan city. I recog-
nized none of the old city—the roads and streets had all been renamed and reconfigured—and most of all, 
from the lack of old landmarks, gave me the feeling that I’d never been here. I realized that my memories of the 
war fifty-four years ago had softened and were disappearing, yet some still lingered, perhaps staying with me 
forever, although they, too, are slowly fading with time.  
 
Maybe it’s for the best. 
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THE JAG OFFICE 

 

By:  Les Nunn 

Aug 69 - Aug 70 

377th Combat Support Group 

 

 I spent my first several days “in country” getting checked into the required various offices of Tan Son Nhut.  The 

most distasteful of which was the medical side.  After being briefed and seeing a very gruesome color slide presentation 

of venereal diseases contracted by G.I.s in Vietnam, I was warned to stay far away from 100 P Alley.   The color photos 

were enough to keep me out of that part of Saigon! 

 I got to know a number of the Air Force medical doctors there.  Here they had gone through 7 or 8 years of medi-

cal training and were in Vietnam treating VD along with the serious war injuries.  Like everybody else, I took my turn, 

dropped my drawers and got 10 cc’s of gamma globulin in each hip to keep me from getting hepatitis.   Then, like every-

body else, I was so sore for several days it hurt to even sit down in a chair. 

 The Personnel Office had pages and pages of paperwork for me to fill out, which took 3 or 4 hours to complete.  

Then the Supply Squadron issued me jungle fatigues, jungle fatigue boots, a helmet, flack vest, canteen and other essen-

tial equipment.  But they had run out of gas masks.   Later that week, when I was being taken on a tour of Saigon, I saw 

several Vietnamese ladies with little street-side sidewalk stores selling the very same gas masks that Supply had run out 

of.  Interesting. 

 I was assigned to the 377th Combat Support Group and designated the JAG (Judge Advocate General) Director of 

Civil Law and Military Affairs.  We basically had responsibility for the Air Force’s legal matters from Bien Hoa on south to 

the southern tip of South Vietnam – that being IV Corps.  This included the Mekong Delta, which I got to know pretty well 

before my year was up.   

 Most veterans have no idea what we JAGs did in a combat zone.  Here is a brief summary of our duties:  We 

were responsible for the court-martials, reports of survey, investigations, Congressional inquiries, legal assistance, claims 

work, etc. for that geographic area.  I was also assigned to help prevent drug abuse, review of administrative discharges 

from the Air Force, employment matters of the U.S. civilian employees there, helping G.I.s with their income taxes, draft-

ing wills and trusts, advising on legal matters going on back in the States, and reviewing all Air Force government con-

tracts awarded in Vietnam.  My duties included legal review of all the non-appropriated fund activities, such as the Air-

men’s Club, NCO Club, Officer’s Club, etc.   

 With regard to criminal matters, I was designated a Military Judge, Trial Counsel and Defense Counsel.   I prose-

cuted or defended all kinds of criminal cases from disobeying a lawful order up to and including assaults with hand gre-

nades, large opium possession cases, and first degree murder.  At times I was also assigned to conduct various investi-

gations, such as did the chow hall give airmen ptomaine poisoning, what happened to a complete gym (including swim-

ming pool, bowling alley, etc.) that was shipped from the United States but never arrived in Vietnam, disappearance of top 

secret communications, equipment, and on and on.   

 Yes, it was a lot to do.  But we worked 7 days a week from early morning to late evening.  So we had plenty to do. 

 One of the most interesting assignments I got involved in was accidental or mistaken injuries and damages to Vi-

etnamese people.   In a ground battle, many times the Army or Marines called for air support from our jet fighters and heli-

copters.  There would be a pilot in a “small” plane circling that battle, watching what the enemy forces were doing.  Where 

they were moving to, what armament they seemed to have, how many there were, etc.   These pilots were called FACs, 

standing for Forward Air Controllers. Then when air support was called in, the FAC pilot directed the jets where to drop 

their bombs, which places to strafe, and the like.   

 The FAC marked where the Air Force planes were to hit by firing smoke rockets into the enemy positions.   These 

rockets came in different colored smoke.   People move around during a battle and change positions.  Where the enemy 

was when the FAC fired his marking rocket might be different from where they are when the jets arrive.   So different col-

ored markers were used as the locations of the enemy changed.  The FAC pilot was in constant radio communication with 

the jet pilots and could tell them to “Not my red smoke.  The VC have moved.  Now hit my blue smoke,” or whatever in-

structions were necessary. 

 Most people do not know it, but here was a treaty with the five countries helping the South Vietnamese.   It was 

called the Penta Lateral Agreement, because it had 5 parties to the treaty.  United States, Australia, South Korea, Philip-

pines, and South Vietnam.  This treaty required that if any friendly Vietnamese people were injured, killed, or their proper-

ty damaged, our Air Force was to immediately pay an amount of Vietnamese money (Piaster) to the injured people as a 

consolation for the fact they were mistakenly damaged.  We called that a “Solation Payment.”   Notice I said 

“immediately.” 

 We even paid Solation Claims to Vietnamese people injured in traffic accidents with Air Force personnel or dam-

aged by U.S. airplane crashes.  But most claims seemed to come from the actual warfare.  During a battle the FAC pilot 
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was also watching to see if any innocent Vietnamese were damaged.  This could happen for many reasons, including 

from short rounds that blew up before  reaching their intended target, bombs that “hung up” and failed to release from the 

airplane on time and therefore blew up past the intended target.  Napalm could be particularly damaging to innocent peo-

ple around a battle site.   

 If this type of damage happened, the FAC pilot would call the Air Traffic Control Center (ATC) and tell them the 

location of the battle and the damage done to the innocent Vietnamese.   If this happened in IV Corps, the ATC would call 

me and give me the information the FAC pilot had given to him. 

 There was a MACV (Military Assistance Command Vietnam) regulation as to how many Piaster were to be paid 

for each type of injury.  A human life or injury was worth so much.   A Vietnamese house was worth so much.  The same 

thing for a water buffalo, pig, rice crop, etc. 

 I would write down what the ATC told me, then call the Base Finance Office and tell them.  Grabbing my M-16, 

.38 Smith and Wesson, flack vest, helmet, canteen, and brief case, one of our JAG sergeants would drive me to the Base 

Finance Office where the finance officer and I would agree on how much Piaster I should take to pay the injured and dam-

aged Vietnamese.  I opened my brief case and we filled it with Vietnamese money.   The exchange rate changed fre-

quently when I was there, but it was around 400 Piaster to one US dollar.  My brief case could be full of Piaster and it be 

worth only a couple of hundred US dollars. 

 Then I was driven to the heliport and jumped into a waiting Huey.  We would fly to the battle and observe if the 

shooting was over or not.  As any combat soldier can tell you, there are lulls in a battle where no shooting is going on, but 

the battle is not over yet.   At times, we would think the battle was over and land.  I would run into the damaged area and 

start paying people for their injuries when the shooting would start up again.  I joined in the battle then and shot back at 

the VC. 

 If the battle started up again, the helicopter naturally took off and would later come back for me.  I was almost al-

ways there before any medical people arrived to treat the wounded people.  Then, although not medically trained, I would 

help the medics as I could.  So we JAGs got to see the war up close at times. 
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“What Your Daddy Never Told You  About  Veterans Entitlements” – VA Claim Preparation Cookbook  
  

 Jim Marshall, USAF (Ret)  
November 26, 2019     

Feb 70 - Mar 72 
377 Combat Support Group, and 

Air Base Wing Hq Squadron 
 
   This is Jim Marshall again who was diagnosed with Terminal Metastatic Prostate Cancer in July 2017 and 
reading other papers I have written, you know my story by now.   As part of my journey and being a Vietnam 
Veteran I applied to Veterans Affairs (VA), a huge US Government Agency to get all the benefits I am entitled, 
especially since I was exposed to Agent Orange.  When I was blindsided being told I was a “Dead Man Walk-
ing”, I was in no shape to figure out all the VA hurdles to clear.  I did look at the website and read how the VA 
gives you guidance on filing a claim, forms to include and direction to JUST include all medical and other sup-
porting evidence of one’s condition. 
   I followed the recommendation to seek out a Veterans Service Officer (VSO) and get assistance in filing my 
claim.  This was a stellar idea getting jumpstarted on seeking a disability rating. Initially I was rated as 100% 
and a “Temporarily” Disabled Veteran (SAY WHAT) even though I had Metastatic Prostate Cancer known to 
the medical as incurable and terminal.  Well, apparently one part of the VA missed this point and I was told I 
would be getting a physical every 6 months to learn if my condition improves; don’t I WISH. 
   Then came a notice for my second physical though a contractor called QTC Medical Services.  I did some 
real thinking about how the information should be presented, THIS TIME, in order to get my rating corrected.  It 
would take many months until it occurred to me, there was little to no information telling the veteran how to or-
ganize the claim submission.  Out of the experience I got the idea of writing a claim preparation cookbook on 
how to organize a disability claim. 
   After retiring from the USAF in 1990 I went to work for Uncle Sam as a civilian, spending my final 12 years at 
the Office of Personnel Management (OPM).  This got me thinking about my years working with people who 
processed retirement claims for the Federal Government.  As part of my job I provided Disaster Recovery Ser-
vices for the Data Center, along with my outstanding technical team, in the event of an extended outage.  If 
federal retirees would not be getting their monthly checks, I would become one of the most hated people in 
Washington DC along with a large number of politicians. 
   Using my Air Force training I went back to my days with the OPM Retirement claims folks when I sat with 
them observing how they organized the information, retrieved from  deep into a mine in Pennsylvania, pro-
cessing the claims.  I attended their weekly meetings where they discussed problems not only with their com-
puter equipment and Data Center provided services, but claims processing.  It gave me an appreciation of how 
they viewed claims.  Finally, I noticed claims people have good days and bad days. 
   Using these experiences, I did some intense thinking about how I was going to organize the medical material 
for QTC Services.   In my “What Your Daddy Never told you about Veteran Entitlements” – #2, I have a section 
on what I learned specifically dealing with a contractor such as QTC Medical Services.  
   Once I wrapped my arms around a strategy for dealing with QTC, it got me thinking about the overall VA 
Claims submission process. 
   If you have read other papers I wrote, you will know I am big on learning lessons from Dorothy from the Wiz-
ard of OZ fame.  Just as she follows the Yellow Brick Road in this fairy tale, I want to mentally get you in the 
right frame of mind to “Follow the Yellow Brick Road” of a strategy for VA claim preparation, organization and 
submission process.   
 
 
EDITOR’S NOTE:  This is an “intro” to a great article written by Jim Marshall.  However, it is too long 
and detailed to be published as a whole in Revetments. 
 
Sooooo, if you would like a pdf copy of it, please write to me at:  lfry2@dejazzd.com.  And I will send it 
to you. 
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